
Step 1  
Cut 200cm of beading thread. Thread a needle onto both ends. 
String 7 seed beads and push to the middle of the strand. Thread 
your needle through the jumpring of your clasp, so that it will sit 
over these seed beads, we are going to capture it into a loop. 

Step 2
Bring both strands together and string a seed bead then a 4mm 
crystal bicone four times.  For the remainder of the project the 
words seed bead will be abbreviated to ‘sb’ and only the size of 
the required bicones mentioned.  Add a final seed bead before 
separating the strands. 
*Extend this length if you need a longer necklace (see section 
above for size guide) 

Step 3
Onto each strand add: 4mm, sb, 4mm.  Cross both strands 
through a new sb. Repeat twelve times.  As you add each group 
of beads pull firmly and equally on both strands.  If one group 
becomes slightly misaligned, press down on the last group added 
with your finger then smoothly stroke, several times, along the 
beads to the clasp end. 

Before you begin…
Stunning crystal bicones don’t need a complicated design to show them off to their very best.  The technique is a 

variation of right angle weave where seed beads form the crossover point.  With an extension chain added, the 
finished necklace will be 44cm long. To extend the length add additional beads in step 2. By graduating the size of 

the bicones, the finished result is a stunning shape and gives you a focal, statement finish with simplicity. 

Materials and Tools
8   x Crystal bicones – 8mm AB 
16 x Crystal bicones – 6mm AB 

116 x Crystal bicones – 4mm AB 
Seed beads size 10 or 11 - silver lined

Supplemax monofilament/beading thread
Clasp

Jump rings
Beading Needles - Size 10 x 2 (optional)

Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers

Beading mat 
Scissors

Graduated Bicone Necklace



Step 4
Onto each strand add: 4mm, sb, 6mm.  Cross both strands through a 
new sb.

Step 5
Onto each strand add: 6mm, sb, 6mm.  Cross both strands through a 
new sb.

Step 6
Onto each strand add: 6mm, sb, 8mm.  Cross both strands through a 
new sb.

Step 7 - the turn
Onto the left strand add: 8mm, sb, 8mm, sb, 8mm.  Onto the right 
strand add: 8mm.  Cross both strands through a new sb.

Step 8 
Onto each strand add: 8mm, sb, 6mm.  Cross both strands through a 
new sb.   Rotate your work so that threading is easier.

Step 9
Onto each strand add: 6mm, sb, 6mm.  Cross both strands through a 
new sb.



Step 10
Onto each strand add: 6mm, sb, 4mm.  Cross both strands through a 
new sb.

Step 11
Onto each strand add: 4mm, sb, 4mm.  Cross both strands through a 
new sb.

Step 12
Repeat step 11 twelve times, but, when you come to add the final 
seed bead, don’t cross through it but bring both strands together and 
pass them straight through it in the same direction

Step 13
Keeping both strands together and string a 4mm then a sb four times.  

Step 14
Add another single sb then separate the strands.  Onto one strand 
add 7 sb.  Pass it through the single sb added at the beginning of this 
step.  Pull almost tight to form a loop.



Step 15
Pass the other strand, in the opposite direction around the loop then 
pass through the last single sb added in step 15.   Check that there 
aren’t any gaps between the last group of beads then knot both 
strands together.  Pass them both through the 4mm and pull most 
of the way through.  Add a dab of glue to the knot then pull both 
strands evenly so the knot is pulled into the 4mm.  Go through the 
next sb and repeat the knotting method.  Allow the glue to dry com-
pletely then trim the excess.

Step 16
Open a jump ring and feed it through the seed bead loop at the end 
of the necklace.  If you do not have a length of chain, you can make 
your own from looped beads or jumprings. 

Step 17
Add your extentions chain or jumprings.  If you have a spare 4mm 
or 6mm bicone, take the design a little further by swapping the little 
silver bead on the end of the extension chain with a single 
bicone.  You’ll need a head pin for this and a wrapped loop is best.  
Part form the wrapped loop then feed it onto the chain end before 
making the wrap. 

Top Tip for using a needle with monofilament

To thread the needle:  to get round monofilament through the oval eye of the needle,  use chain nose pliers to 
flatten the first 3 or 4cm of the strand.  Thread the needle as far along the strand as it will easily go.  With your non-
dominant hand grip the eye of the needle immediately under the strand.  With flat nose pliers smoothly pull the 
strand further through just till it grips – no need to pull more than 5cm through.   
If you hold the needle too far down there is a risk that it will bend or snap.

To remove the needle When removing the needle cut the needle free from the work right up against the eye.  With 
your non-dominant hand grip the needle’s eye immediately under the strand. With flat nose pliers smoothly pull 
the short bit free.  Remember, if you hold the needle too far down there is a risk that it will bend or snap.


